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StemFactor Expresses Genes Related to Cell Regeneration in a Growth 
Regulatory Manner

StemFactor Upregulates Normal Skin Cell Growth While Slowing 
Melanoma (Skin Cancer) Cells

We wanted to investigate stressed cells rejuvenation to determine 
what kinds of genes and proteins are being produced with the help of 
StemFactor. This experiment asked the question, “When StemFactor 
is applied to our skin, how do our own cells respond at a molecular 
level?” We analyzed gene expression changes when cells are treated 
with 50% StemFactor. The two triangles here illustrate genes found to 
be increased (upright triangle) or decreased (upside down triangle), 
respectively, by the StemFactor Serum. Genes inside each triangle are 
listed by their relative increase/decrease ranking, the higher on the list 
the greater the change. Expectedly, proteins of cosmetic relevance, 
such as type I collagen and fibronectin were increased the most. 
Also increased were genes that protect cells from unhealthy dying 
(senescence), such as cell growth promoters (ABL1, CCND1, CDK1, 
HRAS) and antioxidant defenders (SOD1, SOD2). Most interestingly, in 

After gaining preliminary evidence that StemFactor renders a self-regulatory growth controlling measure to cells, we wanted to compare 
the growth promoting effects of StemFactor on skin cancer cells vs. normal skin cells. Cancer cells by their nature grow considerably 
faster, not only in our body but also in the nutrient compromised culture dish in the lab. Given the experimental data that StemFactor 
promotes fast and robust regenerative growth in normal skin cells, would it then confer cancer cells even more aggressive growth? To 
answer this question, we compared the StemFactor-induced growth patterns of the B16F10 skin cancer (melanoma) cells vs. neonatal 
dermal fibroblasts. Both cells started at an equal number in the same culture media. After 24h, StemFactor was added at 50% to each test 
sample to compare how much each has grown within next 48 hours. Cell viability and proliferation was measured by MTT assay which is 
a commonly used technique to determine cell metabolic activity by microplate spectrophotometer. 

Normal cells (neonatal dermal fibroblasts) and melanoma skin cancer cells demonstrated different growth rates within 48 hour time period. 
According to the statistical analysis (paired t-test), the cell number increase in fibroblasts displayed statistically significant growth, while 
the growth increase in melanoma cells did not reach statistical significance, and was considerably lower than expected for typical cancer 
cells growing in their regular environment. This data confirms the hypothesis that StemFactor renders cells regenerative capability towards 
an anti-aging mode, without promoting unwanted/uncontrolled cell growth burst. We theorize that this controlled growth in cancer cells 
is contributed by higher expression of the P53 tumor suppressor gene induced by StemFactor. 
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Middle picture (Neonatal Dermal Fibroblast) shows typical growth appearance of the ‘normal’ 
fibroblasts, well differentiated and growing in a regulated mode; Right picture (B16F10) shows 

typical growth profile of cancer cells, growing aggressively out-of- control mode.

Increased amounts of cells demonstrate 
increased purple coloring.

this remarkably pro-regenerative response, p53 tumor suppressor gene was most consistently increased, while tumor promoters, IGF1R and 
PRKCD were constantly decreased. This finding suggests StemFactor renders a growth controlling and regulating mechanism in the cell. 


